Senate names three to University Forum

by Steve Hoffman

The Student Senate convened last evening in a special session to announce the results of the elections tabulated last night. By a vote of 360 to 258, Dennis McCoy and Paul Simmons were elected to the offices of President and Secretary respectively.

Off-campus Senator Shaughnessy stressed that the "students must have a realistic view of the Forum, since they have a direct perspective of campus issues facing them, and are part of their own needs."

Following action on the Forum, Stay Senator John Zimmermann presented to the Senate a motion that the Senators mandate the University to delay destruction of the Fieldhouse until all facts concerning renovating it into a possible University arena become brought to view. Zimmermann also moved that the Administration be mandated to place the position of an arts center high on the list of priorities for fund allocations, and that the Administration recognize the necessity for an adequate art center.

Speaking in behalf of the motion, University Arts Council President Tom Krons stated that the "desperate need to sponsor and expand the role of Fine Arts on campus."

John Mattis, of the English Department, decried the "failure of culture on this campus," and of the "idea of stupefying awe that a few non-involvement in the arts," he said.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2)

With a 357 to 20 vote, the three winners saw their chances of obtaining the position of an arts center high on the list of priorities for fund allocations, and that the Administration recognize the necessity for an adequate art center. Zimmermann also moved that the Administration be mandated to place the position of an arts center high on the list of priorities for fund allocations, and that the Administration recognize the necessity for an adequate art center.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2)

Wilson, Brady elected

by Tom Bornholdt

Dennis Wilson and Philip Brady easily won the positions of freshman class president and vice-president respectively in the elections tabulated last night. By a vote of 360 to 258, Dennis McCoy and Paul Colgan were selected for the positions of class treasurer and secretary respectively.

Wilson, a pre-law political science student from Loyal, Brady, a psychology-English student from Alumni Hall, had an easy victory.

The vote break up for the presidential election was: Wil- son 360 votes, McCoy 191, Jim Zagata 141, Marvin Bergdall 93, Paul Simmons 89, and Charles Voelter 36. The vote spread for vice-president was Brady 508, Greco 354, Sarkis Chobanian 240, and Carmen Maciariello 154. For secretary, Colgan received 426 votes and Larry Kakin 349.

Greco and Colgan ran on the same ticket with McCoy and Hangan. They both claimed to be "willing to cooperate" with Wilson and Brady in the class government.

"I'll do the best to work with him (Wilson) to keep class unity," Colgan stated. "Class unity was the main issue of our campaign," Colgan commented.

Wilson said that he is considering a possible objective. "Num- ber one is trying to unify the freshman class and get the support of the other candidates," he said.

When asked why he won by such a huge margin over all his opponents, Wilson replied, "The main reason why we won is that we talked to everyone. Personal contact is the main thing.

There were two write-in campaigns in this election, both had less than thirty votes.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 7)

Cpa plans 15 minute rule protest

by Dave Lammers

A student political Action Met last night and discussed what tactics would be used to confront the University's fifteen minute rule and University "complicity" with corporations through the placement bureau.

Professor James Douglass asked students and faculty to meet with him on Sunday so that a sit-in in Father Rice's office could be organized. Douglass stated that there were many more people who supported the Dow-CIA demonstration than were singled out by the Administration for punishment. The demonstration in the Dean of Discipline's office on Monday is intended to show that many more students than the ten presently involved will be free to confront the University's fifteen minute rule. "If thirty people are arrested Monday, there will be sixty there on Tuesday, and so on, until the University faces this issue," Douglass said.

Professor John Williams of the History Department informed the Coalition of the activities of the faculty members who have organized themselves into the University Committee for Human Rights. Williams said that the membership had jumped from eight members to fourteen since the demonstration last Wednesday. Some of the faculty members intend to be co-defendants in the appeal trial, which is set for 10:00 AM next Wednesday. Williams pointed out that Notre Dame's Administration placed an order over to the secular arm by using an injunction. Williams said, "Chicago University waited the problem out and then selected a few of the leaders for punishment, Williams said.

The leaders of the CPA organized various committees to gain support of the ten that have been expelled or suspended and to educate the student body on the "main issue: university complicity with the imperialist and war profiting corporations."

Briar McInerney said that the defendants in Wednesday's hearings have employed legal help, and are not going to trade off the central issues. McInerney said that he had been arrested with the same information that the Administration of the fact sheets that the CPA had distributed concerning the nature of Dow and the CIA, and decided to consider that war, and stick around here the second semester anyway. Wilson added that "this page is part of a complicity mentality, so that if they do a few of us up it will kill everything."

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 7)

Bartell heads research center

Direction of Notre Dame's Center for the Study of Man in Contemporary Society will be transferred December 1 from Dr. George N. Shuster, who has headed the Center since its start in 1961, to the Rev. Ernest Bartell, C.S.C., it was announced today by the Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., president of the University.

"We shall devote much of the remainder of his time at Notre Dame to the development of one of the major ideas generated by the Center, the Institute for Advanced Religious Studies at Notre Dame, which will explore the convergence of religion with other fields of study."

Father Bartell, who remains as chairman of Notre Dame's department of economics, will be acting director of the Center, established as part of the program inaugurated as a result of the first Ford Foundation matching grant to Notre Dame. It was designed to be the "second track" in the University's approach to its quest for academic excellence, the first "track" being its ordinary curricu-
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SU,SG meet in Poobah Bowl

by Mark Walbran

The bowl fans won't want to miss the rifle-throwing action of the first annual Notre Dame Poobah Bowl this Sunday at 2:00 p.m. when Student Government battles Student Union.

As of last night nobody knew exactly where the game would be held, though the field house and the stadium were possible sites. Anyhow, just follow the crowd.

Kay "the Kid" Bajo, Student Union's coach, center, and cheerleader, explained in an exclusive Observer interview yesterday that Student Union sent Student Government a letter challenging "throw parries" to test their juggling prowess.

"We feel obliged to answer what seems to be a ludicrous challenge to our well-rounded excellence," Student Government's reply in a letter addressed to the Student Union.

"More prosaically," continued their letter, "we will pick up the flung gauntlet and use it to beat the **** out of you."

Deney Clark will call the signals for Student Union's squad while Fred "Hands" Dedrick will make the plays for Student Government.

"As long as John Couglin, their captain, is mapping out their strategy," predicted John Monasich of the Student Union, "we should have no trouble outwitting them."

"I'd rather not offer a prediction for the game," said Couglin. "Any comments along that line now would be a distraction to the Student Union. And there will be enough mud-slinging next Sunday."

Clark predicted that Student Union would be victorious by at least three touchdowns.

Commenting on Student Government's tactics, Coach Bajo said, "Considering the offensive moves they pull in the office, they should be great out on the field."

"All I can say is Student Union and Student Services better bring along stretchers along for after the game," warned McKenna.

Forum members chosen

(Continued from page 1)

Academic Commissioner Pat Dowdall warned that if the Fieldhouse is razed, the University will not have an arts center in the future. He cited the need for valid productions of support from campus bodies for Zimmerman's motion.

Dr. Thomas Fern, Chairman of the Art Department, emphasized the dire need for space for arts and humanities. And there will be enough foundations. Zimmerman's motion to accept the mandate was passed by consensus.

In minor business, selection of student members of the campus judicial board created controversy between the appointment of senator Tom Mignanelli as an alternate member of the board.

B-P Senator Joe White argued that Mignanelli had been dropped from appointment as a regular member of the board for reasons stemming from his attempt to seek an interview with an accounting firm during the recent protests.

SBP Phil McKenna denied the charge, saying that no decisions regarding final appointments to the board had been made prior to Thursday.

Final action on the matter was delayed until the next meeting of the Senate.

The Senate concluded its evening's work by accepting by consensus Tom Thrasher's appointment to the Fieldhouse. Dr. Fern replied that costs would reach no more than 1.3 million dollars, while an entirely new structure would soar to more than three times that price.

Dr. Fern also felt that he could raise money for the project with the assistance of several federal organizations interested in Arts and Humanities, and through private individuals and foundations.

Gray's Inn - Law School presents

A.J. "Jay" Cooper, NAACP Legal Defense Fund

"To Be Young, Irish & Black: Schizoid Miscenogation"

Friday Nov. 21 8:00 p.m.
R. 101 Law School

Refreshments Served
John Zimmerman

Surveys to determine reasons for rejection

by Jim Graif

Research and Development Commissioner John Zimmerman yesterday explained the purpose of a questionnaire which will be sent to approximately 570 Notre Dame freshmen within the next two weeks. It is intended to serve as a control factor for a survey taken this summer of 570 students who were accepted by the University but who for some reason or another did not choose to attend Notre Dame.

The Research and Development Commission, in cooperation with the University Admissions department, sent the questionnaire in an attempt to find out what type of student was not coming to the University and his reasons for not coming. The data collected should help to determine in what areas the University is weak in the eyes of applicants.

The summer questionnaire was sent to students in four major categories. They include: students who had been programmed to achieve a 2.0 or better GPA at Notre Dame, a randomly selected group of students, non-Catholic students, and black students. Zimmerman reported a 50% return from all categories except that of black students. Since the sample of black students isn’t large enough to draw any conclusions from, their results will be listed individually.

The questionnaire to be sent to freshmen will be identical to the one sent this summer and will be sent to students who fit in the same four categories.

Zimmerman felt that the commission hopes to have all the statistics by Dec. 1 so that they could be evaluated during Christmas vacation.

These statistics are designed to help determine which, among the reasons listed in the Admissions Department Code book, are those which discourage prospective students the most. The chief reasons listed at the present time are financial difficulties, the fact that Notre Dame is all-male, and its religious affiliation.

Zimmerman felt that the commission’s report would be useful not only to the Admissions office but also to the Coeducational Coordinating Committee, the Financial Aid Committee and possibly to the board of Vice-presidents.

---

**EUROPE $189 ROUND TRIP JET**

University Charter's 8th Annual Charter Flight Season

Sponsored by Notre Dame, St. Mary's - Students International

- non-stop Jet
- open bar and complete meals
- Detroit departure from near-by Metro Airport
- $50 deposits, final payment on March 1 cancellation privileges until day of departure
- complete range of travel services
- Our Ann Arbor office can book you into student-priced hotels before you leave. Add our London offices will help after all your needs within you will in Europe.

**FLIGHT NO.**

1. June 25 to August 26 - 8 weeks
   Detroit, London, Detroit = $289

2. June 11 to July 27 - 6 weeks
   N. Y., London, N. Y., = $189

Open only to Notre Dame and St. Mary's students, faculty, staff and immediate families.

Reserves Seats

Phone or stop in:
Notre Dame Student Service Commission
4 E. Lafollette Student Center, 283-4787
St. Mary's Contact, St. Mary's Student Services Organization

---

**FRANKIES For Dinner**

A Tureen of our Farnour Soup, Salad, Bread, Butter & Coffee and finally our choice - 12 ounce strip - ALL FOR $1.75 - 7 days a week

which proves it costs less to eat the Best at Frankies
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A part of life

We marched against death, and after we marched we walked for a while and then we were cold so we went to a very ordinary bar. On one side there were cushioned bar stools without backs that you could swing around on if you wanted to, or if you were drunk. On the other side was a neat little row of booths that four people could squeeze into unless someone was asleep in the back seat. The next day I was drunk, my two friends said the men's room a man in a green pin-striped suit followed me with his eyes and winked at me.

We waited at the booth. The bar was crowded. A waitress, friendly, polite, but otherwise an ordinary waitress came over to the booth to see if we wanted anything. When we came in one of them swung around on their stools to see who had come in. I had a Zen meditation ("life eternal," it means) which 1 do well apart from the run of the mill (shiny)op songs. Whereas the usual fare has a thrashing bass guitar and somesemantic lyrics, Father Ted has decided to leave out the bass guitar. Yes, there is no music to be found on either side, but only a two-part harmony of unrhymed lyrics, the likes of which we have heard so many times before.

This entire package really can be viewed as two songs in itself. Back in the early sixties there was a trend for follow-up songs that were answers to an original sound. These so-called answer songs, which include biggest as "Leader of the Landmen (Leader of the Pack) and Queen of the House (Leader of the Road) inevitably sold almost as well as the original. So Father Ted has apparently decided to combine this well-selling idea into one vibrant song.

The result is a series of back-and-forth questions by a more unknown and snappy comeback answers by the lead vocalist. Sometimes, not too often, just once in a while, you can become transfixed. Maybe it's a exceptionally good mood. You sit there and ten minutes later you realise that your mouth's been hanging open, and you're awed by the performance. During the early days of The Beatles' tour it was like that. Like that or exactly the reverse. Audiences could be won or lose. The emotion simply took another channel.

The overpowering emotional release is not a thing of the past. Audiences would seem to be too sophisticated today to jump out of their seats, to be charged over a powerful riff, or torn by a beat that's too heavy to ignore. You've had it all, and it takes exceptional vibes to unglue their minds and their seats. If this is the case, the Grand Funk Railroad is the catylist to unglue the seats and prime the vocal chords of a new generation.

Consider their record: The Atlantic Pop Festival, 125,000 people simply screaming because of the QGR sound. Nashville, 30,000 people kept off the stage by a protective cordon of police. Adulation is almost reached out to become hysteria. Cincinnati and Los Angeles, more of the same.

The gutty, raw, moving, sexual quality of the act is a side product of the frenzied yet controlled music of Grand Funk Railroad.

Mark Farner is the group's lead guitarist, and is responsible for all the cuts on the group's first Capitol album. He and bassist Mel Schacher are heavy in the sense of their music. With drummer Don Brewer, the boys (hardly out of their teens) put together the kind of electric that can't be measured on any scale.

They exude muscle, sex, fervor, tempo and excitement without half trying. It's just the kind of act they are. All together, always on top of the show and their audience, always into their music. It's nice to note that they're still growing. Railroadroving wherever they play for into grabbing, gutty, Grand Funk.

Grand Funk frenzy

Why should this happen? The group hadn't had any large build up before they appeared anywhere. They haven't been members of broken super-groups, come to yet another aggregate. There's nothing to them but their music, and it is what has been doing the job for them. Their music is something else.

In an industry that rates group's performances against other group's, Grand Funk Railroad has been likened to Cream by many writers and reviewers. This in itself is a masterful compliment, but it is not the direction of the group. They are not ambitious. They are innovators. Innovators of music that is as powerful and spiney as the Cream's, but music that doesn't belong to the past masters.

They are into their music and its resulting effect on their audiences. Don Brewer, drummer, feels that the audience is an integral part of the show. He jokingly remembers a lot of big groups, he recalled, "They thought they were so cool. They'd turn their backs on the audience and play to themselves. Some of the kids thought that was really great."

"I remember seeing a lot of big groups," he recalled, "They thought they were so cool. They'd turn their backs on the audience and play to themselves. Some of the kids thought that was really great.

We waited at the booth. The bar was crowded. A waitress, friendly, polite, but otherwise an ordinary waitress came over to the booth to see if we wanted anything. When we came in one of them swung around on their stools to see who had come in. I had a Zen meditation ("life eternal," it means) which I do well apart from the run of the mill (shiny)op songs. Whereas the usual fare has a thrashing bass guitar and some semantic lyrics, Father Ted has decided to leave out the bass guitar. Yes, there is no music to be found on either side, but only a two-part harmony of unrhymed lyrics, the likes of which we have heard so many times before.

This entire package really can be viewed as two songs in itself. Back in the early sixties there was a trend for follow-up songs that were answers to an original sound. These so-called answer songs, which include biggest as "Leader of the Landmen (Leader of the Pack) and Queen of the House (Leader of the Road) inevitably sold almost as well as the original. So Father Ted has apparently decided to combine this well-selling idea into one vibrant song.

The result is a series of back-and-forth questions by a more unknown and snappy comeback answers by the lead vocalist.

Sometimes, not too often, just once in a while, you can become transfixed. Maybe it's a exceptionally good mood. You sit there and ten minutes later you realise that your mouth's been hanging open, and you're awed by the performance. During the early days of The Beatles' tour it was like that. Like that or exactly the reverse. Audiences could be won or lose. The emotion simply took another channel.

The overpowering emotional release is not a thing of the past. Audiences would seem to be too sophisticated today to jump out of their seats, to be charged over a powerful riff, or torn by a beat that's too heavy to ignore. You've had it all, and it takes exceptional vibes to unglue their minds and their seats. If this is the case, the Grand Funk Railroad is the catylist to unglue the seats and prime the vocal chords of a new generation.

Consider their record: The Atlantic Pop Festival, 125,000 people simply screaming because of the QGR sound. Nashville, 30,000 people kept off the stage by a protective cordon of police. Adulation is almost reached out to become hysteria. Cincinnati and Los Angeles, more of the same.

The gutty, raw, moving, sexual quality of the act is a side product of the frenzied yet controlled music of Grand Funk Railroad.

Mark Farner is the group's lead guitarist, and is responsible for all the cuts on the group's first Capitol album. He and bassist Mel Schacher are heavy in the sense of their music. With drummer Don Brewer, the boys (hardly out of their teens) put together the kind of electric that can't be measured on any scale.

They exude muscle, sex, fervor, tempo and excitement without half trying. It's just the kind of act they are. All together, always on top of the show and their audience, always into their music. It's nice to note that they're still growing. Railroadroving wherever they play for into grabbing, gutty, Grand Funk.

Lead guitarist Mark Farner of Grand Funk
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TMH rocks the record world

by Jim E. Brogan

For those of you who were lucky enough to receive the University published 'frshouse' magazine in your mailbox last Tuesday, there was a special bonus treat enclosed inside.

Inside the envelope was a copy of the latest released disc by a new recording group called Teddy & the Lautnry. (Although perhaps we should have seen this trend coming after Everet Dirksen took to the recording studios and sold a solid million copies of his latest release.)

This baby looks like a two-sided winner all the way. Both sides have the same repetitive dynamite beat that has characterized his live performance. The record's selling point lies in its poignant Father Ted. If this combining idea works as well as the separate original & answer songs did, Father Ted will have a smash on his hands.

Another new stroke of genius to make its first appearance anywhere is that the disc is untitled. This is interesting to the magazine reviewer, of course, but it is also controversial. The fact that it is untitled serves a dual purpose. First, no one can really see the focal point of the recording and secondly it is impossible to discuss it because it has no easy handle by which to refer to it.

This single (hopefully lengthened into a longplay album someday) has a unique distinction which will appeal especially to those who are of the same repetitive dynamite beat that has characterized his live performance. The record's selling point lies in its poignant Father Ted. If this combining idea works as well as the separate original & answer songs did, Father Ted will have a smash on his hands.

Another new stroke of genius to make its first appearance anywhere is that the disc is untitled. This is interesting to the magazine reviewer, of course, but it is also controversial. The fact that it is untitled serves a dual purpose. First, no one can really see the focal point of the recording and secondly it is impossible to discuss it because it has no easy handle by which to refer to it.
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This single (hopefully lengthened into a longplay album someday) has a unique distinction which will appeal especially to those who are of the same repetitive dynamite beat that has characterized his live performance. The record's selling point lies in its poignant Father Ted. If this combining idea works as well as the separate original & answer songs did, Father Ted will have a smash on his hands.
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This single (hopefully lengthened into a longplay album someday) has a unique distinction which will appeal especially to those who are of the same repetitive dynamite beat that has characterized his live performance. The record's selling point lies in its poignant Father Ted. If this combining idea works as well as the separate original & answer songs did, Father Ted will have a smash on his hands.
Dallas Bowl trip details
John Monnich, Student Services Commissioner, yesterday explained the delay in finalizing plans for the Student Trip to the Cotton Bowl in Dallas on January 2. According to Monnich, the Student Union had tentatively decided on contracting Student-Air for the flight to Dallas, but nothing was made definite with that firm.

Therefore, following preliminary announcements of the trip, several student organizations expressed an interest in contracting the trip. After considering various offers, Monnich revealed that the Student International firm, based at the University of Michigan, would coordinate the trip. Monnich cited the lower prices of the firm, along with the high quality of service as the prime determinants in selecting Student International.

Two student flights will be chartered, leaving Chicago and New York on December 30, and returning to those points on January 2. The total costs for the trip, including plane fare, hotel accommodations at the Statler-Hilton, bus trips to and from the airport and game, and the game ticket will amount to $135 from Chicago, and $155 from New York.

Monnich emphasized that these prices are $15 cheaper per person from each point of departure than Student-Air, and the services of each are identical.

Monnich stressed that students must sign up for the trip on this coming Sunday or Monday beginning at 6:30 P.M. in the Coke Bar of the LaFortune Student Center. Each plane can carry 180 students apiece, and it is necessary that at least 50 students sign up from each point of departure in order for the trip to be finalized.

Rebates approved
Student Body President Phil McKenna reported last night that as of last week he had received "about 150 requests" for financial rebates from Grace Hall residents.

McKenna, who stated in an interview that the student government was working with Father Whelan to finalize details, speculated that "the figure is much higher now."

"We plan on working it," said McKenna, "so that it will be possible to figure out exactly how much money the students lost on a daily basis for the length of time that they were displaced. I don't believe the top figure will exceed twenty dollars, though, and most people won't be getting that much."

According to McKenna, all those forced to share suites while waiting for the Tower's completion would be eligible for rebate. The refunds are scheduled to be taken off second semester billing.

Notre Dame Ten plan to fight back
(Continued from page 1)
ment bureau or an undergraduate business school or an engineering department.

Demonstrations were also considered for the dedication of Grace Hall on December 8th, and for the return of a Dow interviewer on February 15.

Plans for the distribution of leaflets at the football game this weekend were made, and also for speakers to go to the halls at the beginning of next week.

Lodge quits post
PARIS (UPI) - Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge resigned yesterday as chief negotiator at the Paris peace talks because of Communist failure to negotiate. Both the Viet Cong and the North Vietnamese indicated his move would not budge them from their hard bargaining position.

The White House announced in Washington that Lodge and his deputy, Lawrence E. Walsh, had resigned over the Communist refusal to negotiate.

Spokesmen for the two Communist delegations said Lodge was merely following Washington's orders and that they were looking for a change in Washington policies, not negotiators.

At yesterday's session the Communists accused the United States of committing monstrous war crimes in South Vietnam and again called for total withdrawal of American troops as the only means of ending the war.
Willson, Brady, Colgan, Greco elected freshman class officers

(Continued from page 1)

...oppose the election winners considered this as a positive sign that the freshman class was not taking the election as a joke.

On the various issues, Willson said he presently opposed the complete merger between the freshman classes of ND and SMC. He did feel that a very close degree of cooperation between the two classes was a must.

Willson said that the first concrete action he wishes to see is the establishment of a commission, including his opponents, which would study and draw up a class constitution.

Colgan is a chemistry concentration in Manner. Greco is in Planner and is an engineering senator.

Colgan and Greco all professed disappointment at the light Freshman turnout.

Brady commented saying, "The Freshman elections suffered from a publicity drought this year. They suffered from one last year. And they will continue to suffer until a concerted effort to inform, challenge and excite the voters is made. This year, nobody knew what was coming off. I think that perhaps our first duty once in office is to make sure that the Freshman classes of the future will be better prepared for elections."

Bartell new leader of contemporary problem study

(Continued from page 1)

ecnomics of education and has conducted research into labor force characteristics among low-income peoples in Latin America. "Father Bartell," noted Father Filesburgh, "is also deeply and personally aware of contemporary developments in American collegiate education. He has been in close touch with the Center's activities over several years and will bring new, vigorous and imaginative leadership to the development of its objectives."

The Center itself has been reorganized into three units—the program of research in the humanities and social sciences; the Social Science Training Laboratory; and a proposed Institute for Population Studies. The first program is supported academically by two committees, each of which includes representatives of all departments and colleges concerned with developing interdisciplinary studies. These committees have sponsored such projects as the Philosophic Institute for Artificial Intelligence; the Lecomte du Nozy program concerned with relationships between science, philosophy and religion; and a Latin-American exchange program.

Senior Weekend Saturday
Pre-Game: Warm-Up Party at Alumni Club
At Game: Senior Award
After Game: 1st Annual Reunion

NEW YEARS, DALLAS, & the COTTON BOWL

FLY FROM NEW YORK OR CHICAGO DIRECT TO DALLAS ON DECEMBER 30 RETURN TO CHICAGO ON JAN 2

COST: FROM NEW YORK - $155
FROM CHICAGO - $135

PACKAGE INCLUDES
- Round Trip Air Transit
- Game Ticket
- Hotel Accommodation in Dallas
- Transfers in Dallas

To Secure a Reservation a Deposit of $25 is due either Sunday or Monday in the basement of the Student Center

ALL SALES ARE ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVED BASIS AND BEGIN AT 6:30 PM
ONLY 180 SEATS ARE AVAILABLE FROM EACH CITY CALL HOME & ARRANGE THE FINANCING NOW!
Now this week, I'm not fooling. Air Force is good. I know I tend to pass Tulane off as potent through the air. Pitt is high-string-tough-balanced, and Georgia Tech as good as they come, but this is different. The Falcons have an offense that can go. They can pass and run equally well; they have an exceptional kicking game. They are statistically better than their opponents in running, passing, and kicking.

Line - ups

NOTRE DAME

Offense
SE Tom Gatewood
LT George Rayl
LG Larry DiNardo
C Mike Oriard
RG Gary Kos
RT Exanes Kennedy
TE Tom Lawson
QB Joe Theismann
LHB Ed Ziegler
RHB Bob Allen
FB Bill Barz

DEFENSE
LE Walt Patulski
LT Mike McCoy
RT Mike Kadish
RE Fred Swedens
LOLB Tim Kelly
ILB Larry Schumacher
RILB Bob Olsom
ROLB John Raterman
LBCL Clarence Ellis
RILB Ralph Stepanick
SA John Gaster

AIR FORCE

OFFENSE
LE Mark Ewig
LT Gary Blank
MG Dennis Leuthauser
RT John Greenlaw
RE Evans Kennedy
TE Tom Lawson
QB Joe Theisrhann
LHB 2-14-0 Thomann
ZIEGLER 3 20-0 Zikas 18 2-17
C RCI 1-15 0 Patulski 46 6 23 2 2
Gasser 3-69-0 Kelly 58 1 8
Thomann 1 3-0 Stepaniak 34 6 1
Stepaniak 4-84-0 8-37-0 Mike McCoy 83 10-36 7
Olson 1-15 0 Patulski 46 6 23 2 2
Gasser 45 7 2
Yoder 1- 28 0 Merlittis 8 1 4 2
Etter 1- 5-0 Lewallen
RATERMAN 2 4-0 1 5 -0 Schumacher 54 4-28 1 1
Lewallen 1 5-0 7-75-1 Gasser 45 7 2
Kelly 1- 0-0 Ellis 31 9

DEFENSIVE STATISTICS

| Team | Points Allowed | Wins | Losses | Tie
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma State</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the college football season continues after this week, this will be my final column of "picks". The great danger tomorrow is that of complacency for teams which have accepted bowl bids. Notre Dame over Air Force, for example, should not be a close game. The Falcons have an offense that can go. They can pass and run equally well; they have an exceptional kicking game. They are statistically better than their opponents in running, passing, and kicking.

ND nine - game statistics

| Team | Points Scored | Points Allowed | Wins | Losses | Tie
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma State</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Falcon defense suffered a crucial blow when Ed Epping was lost for the entire season before the first game. The team's defensive tackle was expected to be a showstopper all season. The Falcons can be scored upon, especially through the air. Stanford's Jim Planknett beat them 47-34 last week and they've allowed 1547 yards passing. More importantly, opposing passers have a .524 completion mark against them.

The Falcon running attack is potent. Quarterback Gary Baxter has 1763 total offense yards this season, and has accounted for 19 Falcon TD's. He's got 9.7 speed to catch 49 passes for 695 yards and nine TD's. He personally destroyed Utah State by grabbing five scoring passes, tying an NCAA record. He's got 13 TD's and run for six more. And his completion percentage (.481) is better than that of most of the QB's the Irish have faced this season.

Yet they are still fairly strong overall, especially on linebacker. Mr. Leuthauser passer. More importantly, they've made the machine go with his credit (4.4) and Jim DeOrio has 430 (.39). Baxter himself has 117 yards rushing.

If the weather turns nasty, the ballgame could revolve around the kicking game and here Air Force will be hard to beat. For getting out of tough spots, the Falcons call upon punter Darryl Hass, who has averaged 40.1 yards on 45 punts. Even more potent is linebacker/placekicker Dennis Leuthauser, perhaps the finest in the nation. Last year he booted a 57-yard field goal against Arizona. This year, his main goal is made good on 14-21 field goal attempts and he leads the Falcons in scoring with 69 points. Another three points and he'll be AF's career scoring leader.

Weather permitting, Falcon offense could fly through the air. Pitt will be in town, and the weather could turn this into a 7-0 game; good weather, and they'll need a computer to tabulate the points.

Missouri over Kansas-by 13. 11. If Miz mooz plays up to par, this may be a preview of what they do to Penn State in the Orange Bowl.